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Poor programs blamed for dropout rate
By Veda Anderson
Daily staff writer
The California State Student Association
is convinced that improving the preparation
of students is not enough to combat the high
student dropout rate in the CSU system.
A statement released from Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds office said that students are
not succeeding in the CSU system because
they are not prepared.
But CSSA mombers do not agree.
"It’s an administrative problem," said
Celia Esposito, CSSA director of academic affairs. "It is not the fault of the students stu-

dents are victims. It is the fault of administrative programs."
The CSSA is planning an informal discussion to identify the problems causing the
low level of retention and possibly derive solutions, Esposito said.
Esposito cited poor student advising as a
major problem that adds to the low level of
retention.
"This system needs to seriously upgrade its advising," she said. "Advising is
terrible on this campus. (San Francisco State
University) and I suspect that SJSU has

problems too."
Esposito also said that the lack of sufficient financial support is a deterrent for students. There are always delays in receiving
financial aid checks Many times students
must wait in line for hours, Esposito said.
"The lack of faculty mentors of color
(minorities) at CSU schools is another problem," Esposito said.
A five-year study. "Those Who Stay,
Phase V," published by the Division of Analytical Studies Office of the Chancellor,
showed that of the 26.093 first-time freshmen
entering the nit system in 1978. only 25 li

percent had received a B.A. by 1983.
And 25-30 percent of first-time freshmen
drop after the first year, said Jack Foote,
SJSU director of institutional research.
The informal discussion on retention will
take place at the state capital on March 22 if a
room can be obtained, Esposito said.
Students, administrators, counselors and
directors from the Equal Opportunity Program and the Student Affirmative Action program will participate in the discussion.
Results from the discussion will be compiled into a report and presented to the chat))

Group’s Pumprock
funding
request
denied
By Carl Scarbrough
Daily staff writer
A request for funding to establish
a political magazine on campus was
denied Wednesday by the Associated
Students Board of Directors.
"You say it’s going to be a success." Paul Harrison, A.S. director of
academic affairs, said to Outspoken
president Marlene Godwin.
"How do you know" he asked.
Founded by Godwin. Outspoken
is a campus organization created to
inform students of political issues.
The organization started a drive
for A.S. funding of its political magazine last week when it appeared before the special allocations committee
Although the committee recommended that Outspoken should not be
funded, Godwin appealed the recommendation.
Godwin presented a smaller request of $750 for just one issue instead
of the 67,000 request made last week.
"I’ve heard from virtually everyone I’ve talked to that this board basically just rubber-stamps whatever
special allocations recommends,"
Godwin said at the meeting.
She said that the special allocations committee did not critically
evaluate the project.
"They came to their . . . decision
in less than 20 minutes," she said.
Godwin said last week that the
magazine would remove political apathy and give the university a political voice.
In a rally held last week, she said
the publication would take up where
the ’60s left off.
Outspoken wanted $750 to publish
2,000 copies of the first issue, which
would also be used to attract advertising so that the magazine would
eventually become self-supporting,
Godwin said.
Outspoken would also raise funds
by holding rallies with admission
charges and by selling T-shirts,
bumper stickers and buttons, she
said.
A.S. President Erin O’Doherty
said she doubted if the A.S. could afford another newspaper.
The A.S. funds the Spartan Daily
to the tune of $25,000 a year and had
previously financed the Independent
Weekly, an alternative publication
that, although so designed, never
achieved financial independence.
The Weekly folded last spring.
continued on page 3

cellor’s office.
The CSSA is also trying to involve the
University of California Student Lobby in the
discussion but have not received a response.
Hale said that this issue is going to affect
both the CC and the CSU system. "We have
never worked with the UC Student Lobby in a
coordinated way."
"The graduation rate leaves a lot to be
desired," Hale said. "In an informal discussion we can come up with specific causes
and concentrate on what we can do to (alleviate ) them."

Fiscal woes
still plague
Earth Toys
Ski shop future in limbo
until next A.S. meeting
By Maria J. Gunter
Daily staff writer
After an initial motion Wednesday to liquidate Earth Toys, the Associated Students Board of Directors
reversed itself and postponed any decision on the ski shop’s future until
Feb. 19.
The A.S. board is concerned
about future leasing of the space
Earth Toys now occupies, said James
Warren, A.S. executive assistant.
The lease with Spartan Shops states
that only an equipment rental shop
may use the space.
"We felt that by retaining Earth
Toys in that space we could have a
little bit more negotiating power with
Ed Zant," said Erin O’Doherty, A.S.
president. Ed Zant is general manager of Spartan Shops.
"Spartan Shops wants to store
vending machines there," O’Doherty
said. "It’s much too valuable for
that."
Spartan Shops leases the space
from the university and then sublets
it to Earth Toys. The A.S. might like
to move the A.S. Print Shop into that
space, said Tom Boothe. A.S. director of personnel.
If Earth Toys closes, the A.S. will
make $30,000 from liquidation of
rental equipment and inventory, said
James Warren, A.S. executive assistant.
Warren said closing the shop
would result in $19,000 net cash flow.

’Spartan Shops wants
to store vending
machines ( in Earth
Toys’ space). It’s
much too valuable
for that.’
Erin

O’Doherty
A.S. president

which would be added to the 811,000
currently in Earth Toys’ bank account.
"If Earth Toys is closed and A.S.
has $30,000, I propose that they finds
specific use for it, not just add it into
the budget," Warren said.
Liquidation could be completed
this semester, Warren said. "We
have a sale normally. It would just be
a matter of making the sale a bit
more extensive."
The only difficulty might be finding a market for equipment used for
maintaining skis, Warren said.
He estimated that 10 percent of
the purchase price of the equipment
could be recovered. He said that percentage might seem fairly low, but
said he did not want to overestimate
continued on page 3

Coalition demands
Spartan divestment
Group threatens bookstore picket
transferred
if bank monies notmands.
en am
Dumbbells times two plus pleasant music
equals junior Greg Latz’s favorite workout

at y sta p o owap er

routine for shoulder shrugging his way to
good health in the SJSU weight room.

Academic Senate supports street closure
By Craig Quintana
Daily staff writer
Because it is important to present a united front, the
Academic Senate passed a resolution backing SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s latest efforts to close San Carlos
Steet, said Roy Young, senate chairman.
"It was simply a political move to support the president," Young said. "Just something to say that the senate
is behind her."
The senate already expressed support for the closure
bid last semester, but Young said recent developments
made it necessary to expand on the earlier move.
The new resolution states that the senate strongly
supports Fullerton in her decision to eliminate parking
and vehicular traffic on Seventh and Ninth streets and
their eventual conversion into pedestrian malls, complete

with landscaping.
Young said the widened language of the resolution
was both to answer questions posed by the San Jose City
Council and others from university employees agitated by
the loss of parking space.
Last year the city council, acting on a recommendation of the city planning commission, toted to defer considering the matter until the end of this year At the time,
council members questioned the university’s motives, citing the lack of progress made on university plans for both
Seventh and Ninth streets.
When the council approved those closures in December 1985, the university promised to convert the two north south streets into pedestrian malls, complete with landscaping.
continued on page 3

’(The resolution) was
simply a political
move to support the
president. Just
something to say the
senate is behind her.’
Roy Young
Academic Senate

By Sally Finegan
Daily staff writer
An anti-apartheid group said it
will picket the Spartan Bookstore if
Spartan Shops does not remove all its
funds from Bank of America.
The Spartan Shops Board of Directors has agreed to meet today
with the Mandela Coalition, a group
of about 30 SJSU students, faculty
and staff that is working to end apartheid in South Africa. The group also
includes members not affliated with
the university.
The coalition is also circulating a
petition among more than 800 Spartan Shops employees, asking for their
support.
The coalition originally planned
to boycott and picket the bookstore
Jan. 29. Coalition member Paul
Gardner said they did not realize that
there was a Spartan Shops board and
that it controlled Spartan funds. He
said the coalition will try going
through the proper channels but will
picket if their demands are not met
with a positive response today
Ed Zant, Spartan Shops general
manager, said he has no idea how the
board will react to the coalition’s de-

Spartan Shops has approximately 10 percent of its funds in Bank
of America, including its payroll and
checking accounts, Zant said.
Spartan Shops has made no investments through Bank of America
since November, he said
"We shop around for the best
deal," Zant said. Spartan Shops buys
certificates of deposits and other
investments
through
short-term
Bank of America and other banks, he
said.
Zant said that the Associated Students Board of Directors asked the
Spartan Shops board in 1978 to remove its funds from Bank of America. The board voted then to continue
transactions with the bank.
The board will probably not vote
on the coalition’s proposal today,
Zant said. Instead, the board would
establish a special committee to
study the issue and make recommendations at next month’s board meeting.
Zant said that Spartan Shops employees who are involved with the coalition or who sign the circulating petitions will not suffer repercussions.
continued on page 3
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Editorial

New housing, but not for students
SJSU campus community still lacks
THE
a sufficient supply of affordable student
and low-income housing.
Even though 185 new apartments are
being built on the corner of Fourth Street,
across from campus, this situation will not be
corrected. The rent for these apartments will
range from $900 to $1,300. Not many, if any,
students will be able to live there. Rental of
these apartments is said to be targeted toward
non-students because standards will require
that the tenant be employed full-time and
have a credit rating, to ensure payment.
Fifteen percent, or approximately 15 of
these apartments are required to be for those
with low incomes, $13,000 a year or less.
That’s good for those who qualify, but not for
students. At least there will be more units
available to those with low incomes.
This new complex is supposed to be designed with the campus in mind because of the
business space available. This won’t help alleviate the problem at hand. Living quarters at
reasonable prices are needed, not businesses
to frequent.
The need is especially great at the beginning of each semester, Off-campus Housing
Coordinator Mary Dannelly said. For the
month of December, studio apartments in the
area ranged from $225 to $550, with an aver-

age of $400. A two-bedroom ranged from $600
to $650, and a one-bedroom cost from $500 to
$550. These figures depend on the number of
vacancies, the location and condition of the
apartments.
According to Robert Thompson of Housing for Independent People, Inc., a non-profit
organization that helps to provide housing, the
vacancy rate for student housing is 0.57, while
that for the general population is between one
to two percent. This shows that not much is
available to people in the area, except to those
who are able to pay high rents.
Thompson said that the university recognized the need for student housing and built
dorms. At that time, approximately 10 percent of the need was filled and the figure has
remained about the same.
But what about those people who are discouraged from attending this university because there is so little affordable housing
available? Must some people be required to
commute from home?
Does the fact that this is considered a
commuter campus say anything?
The availability of more moderately priced housing is insufficient. Something must
be done to improve or eliminate this problem
now.

Love’s not blind; it’s green or gold
Sweet Baby. Hello. Foxy. My Pal. Sweet Papa.
Valentine’s Day candy is mass produced in any color
with many sayings. Instead of thinking up your own love
poetry, Just hand your sweetie a heart-shaped, sugarcoated, aspirin -tasting candy that says, "I’M HOT."
Mass production has made love easy and unconventional.
If you don’t have a honeybunch to send a valentine to,
you can always depend on the personals: Mate wanted.
In most newspapers, the San Jose Mercury, the Metro
or the Spartan Daily, there are people looking for love
"Female companion wanted to live with sincere
man."

Shelly
O’Day
Some personals are written by desperate people who
can think of no other way to find a friend because they are
shy or feel unattractive. The person placing the ad suddenly becomes popular. Prospective mates begin to call.
A sort of telephone harem is formed.
Over the phone nobody sees the bald spots, flabby
thighs or missing teeth.
Many ads are not innocent. Unconventional romance
sometimes lacks love.
"Gay Italian seeks woman for marriage. Will give
Is it, "Oh, to be in love," or "Oh, to be an American?"
For foreigners on the look-out for single Americans,
love does not come in the color red. Love is green the
green card.
The ultimate goal is to become a United States citizen. Marriage would not only make them eligible for citizenship, but it would cut the usual five-year application

process down to three years. There is also more opportunity for their relatives to come to the United States
On the other hand, some Americans need a tax break,
while others are in search of a Geisha girl to fulfill wild
fantasies. Entrepreneurs go abroad to find cheaper labor
and raw materials. Mail-order catalogues have become a
multi -million dollar business.
"Cherry Blossoms," a Hawaiian -based "love catalogue,- charges $5 to $300 for issues with listings of thousands of available women.
The issues list rows of snapshots of Asian women
posed in skimpy nighties, holding dolls. A small blurb of
their hobbies, or aspirations is written with poor English
grammar to show their innocence.
A Malaysian woman likes to read and cook. A Japanese woman would like to meet a single American man
for marriage.
In "love catalogues" the women’s photos are often
done with a soft, blurry focus. Sometimes a discount rate
for introduction is offered to women who aren’t as photogenic.
Love is not blind, only black and white
In the Philippines there is such concern about the selling of their women, that a bill was introduced in parliament. A person could get up to eight years in prison for
advertising the selling of Filipinos to foreigners.
A belief that these women will be what the homemakers of the 19505 were causes many Americans to place
their investments abroad. They no longer want to buy
American. They are looking for Beaver Cleaver’s mother
in Asia.
International pen -pals take a lot of work, but a perfect
wife could be worth the trouble. Classified Personals
might get tiring. A lot of phone calls would have to be answered until the perfect voice could be siphoned out.
So if you’re feeling lonely today but don’t ward to answer phone calls or letters in search of a tax break, a
green card, a friend or a three-year commitment to marriage, you can always ’’Dial -A -Hunk."
Rather than spend $300 on back issues of "Cherry
Blossoms,- a phone call would only cost 20 cents. And if
this doesn’t suit your fancy, for a "C -note" on First
Street, you can always find a good time.

BOBBIE

A1D CLYDE

Letters to the Editor
Computers are artists’ tools, too
Editor,
What are the limits of art? Carl Scarbrough holds a
very narrow opinion in his article in which he states, "The
CADRE exhibit at the San Jose Museum of Art tries to
mesh computer technology with artful expression."
The CADRE ( computers in art and design -research
and education) exhibit explores many aspects of art and
design through several media: paintings, videos, photograhy, blueprints, ink sprays and color graphics. All of
the artwork is tied together through the use of computers,
which have unique characteristics such as great speed
and complexity.
Scarbrough seems to miss the point that computers
can be utilized as a form of expression and communication. Computers are used in art and design as tools just as
a paintbrush is used as a tool for painting. Computers
allow the artist to expand his methods beyond the use of a
paintbrush. After all, there are no limits in art.
Scarbrough also claims that Darcy Gerbarg’s displays "lack justification for being labeled as art." Once
again. the CADRE Institute is computers not only in art,
but in design as well. Darcy Gerbarg is an artist whose
work moves back and forth between fine art and architectural design applications. The justification for her work
being called art lies in the fact that she is an artist of high
reputation.
Scarbrough goes on to criticize Joan Logue’s videotapes. He said that her work is more related to MTV than
to art. Scarbrough does not realize that many people see
MTV as a new art form. Computer animation is an early
manifestation of new possibilities for serious artists: lyrics, sounds and images creating dynamic sensations for
the viewer.
The successful artist will be the one whose eyes are
open to all new possible resources to utilize in expression.
Judy Cats mbay
Art
Junior

New bottle bill defeats purpose
Editor,
The new California beverage container recycling proposal defeats the whole purpose of the "bottle bill."
There are two main reasons a bottle bill works. First,
the five-cent deposit provides enough monetary incentive
for people to return their beverage containers. Second, requiring stores to accept the bottles and cans makes it very
convenient for people to return them, thus eliminating the
hassle of finding somewhere to recycle.
This new proposal ignores both factors. A one-cent deposit is not high enough to encourage returns; people
throw away as many pennies as cans and bottles. Also,
there is no guarantee of convenient recycling locations.
Bottle bill supporters who advocate passage of this
weak substitute will kill the chance of bringing an effective recycling bill to our state. The legislature should pass
the original. stronger version.
Lisa Quinones
(’alPIRG representative

Remember those who don’t have someone special
Valentine’s Day a day that focuses on friendship
and love is here again.
Unfortunately, it seems that adults place much more
emphasis on loved one or potential mate rather than on
others who share and enrich their lives.
Remember when, back in kindergarten and grade
school, valentine cards would be given to all kids and the
teacher in class? Even those kids who weren’t popular received cards, maybe not the nicest or the prettiest, but
cards nonetheless. The best cards were reserved for the
special person or people, naturally.
What happened to that generous, friendly disposition
we had when we were younger?
Sure, priorities change. But people are important.
How could we get along without others? Studies have
shown that people develop problems when they don’t have
a lot of human Interaction.
In 11111, 30.5 million people, or almost 12 percent of the
U.S. population, were termed single for one reason or another. Some of these individuals have "the love of their
Rm." Some don’t.
The people who are alone, not necessarily by choice,
may find a celebrated day such as Valentine’s Day a little
hard to bear.
There are alio those who have someone special in
Egad but the feelings aren’t reciprocated. They shouldn’t
be left aut. They deserve loving feelings, too

Lynn
Louie
Is ii fair that some people feel uncomfortable?
Friends and acquaintances are worthy of nice greetings
and compliments. Why can’t we behave as we did in our
childhood and share some feelings?
That isn’t to say that everyone should buy cards or
gifts for others on Valentine’s Day, but a kind word or two
would be better than nothing at all.
This day can be especially tough for people to handle
since commercialism has become such a big part of Valentine’s Day. It isn’t always easy for people to walk into a
store and see all the different signs of affection that can
be purchased, or hear of or see such items on the radio or
television. It can be particularly hard if they think they
won’t be on the receiving end
Good substitutes for these tokens are pleasant verbal

expressions. Communication is vital in today’s world and
that’s what Valentine’s Day promotes
communication
of one’s feelings to another.
How difficult can it be to express warm feelings to another person? Numerous little things can be done to make
the day easier for people who won’t receive gifts as well
as those who do.
A smile can do wonders and takes little time or energy. A salutation delivered in a cheery voice doesn’t take
much effort, either. Hugs and loving pats or caresses can
also do the job. Even a flower can be bought relatively inexpensively that can bring joy to the recipient.
With a little thought, wonderful ideas can be conceived that don’t take much to accomplish. Remember,
it’s the thought that counts.
Why not make the day better for those who don’t have
someone special, as well as for those who do?
Open the lines of communication and open hearts. See
how simple it can be.
Valentine’s Day provides the perfect chance to do so.
Maybe it’ll become more routine, instead of a yearly
event, as it should be.
So if the situation presents itself, give it a try. What is
there to lose?
After all, as the Beatles’ song states "All you need is
love," even in its simplest form.

0., 1.1

In Bold Face

David
Wenstrom

Let’s not get small
not easily frightened, but last week I read
Iam
land lost) an article that sent me scurrying
under my bed, more of a coffee table, actually.
A Stanford University student, it seems, has developed a miniaturization process capable of reducing the head of a pin to the size of an encyclopedia.
(Jr was it the other way around?
At any rate, said student made something very
small involving a pin and an encyclopedia, and lam
almost 100 percent certain it was the encyclopedia,
since pins are pretty small to begin with. It’s all in
the article. I think my mom threw it away. She goes
through my room once a week with a shovel looking
for things I never wear to send to the cleaners.
I understand that tuition at Stanford hovers
around $400,000 a year if anything that big can
hover so I guess the university lets its students get
away with just about anything. But the university
should put its foot down when students start going
about reducing perfectly good encyclopedias to pinheads. Enough is enough. I get some of my best
material from encyclopedias.
It’s all coming back. The student didn’t turn encyclopedias into pinheads. He printed a volume of an
encyclopedia on a pinhead with a tiny laser beam.
But the end doesn’t justify the means.
Now, what good is an encyclopedia that’s
printed on the head of a pin? Imagine filling out the
empty shelves of your new mahogany -paneled den
with a set of Encyclopedia Britannica printed on pinheads. The empty shelves of your new mahogany paneled den will look no less empty, and guests will
wonder if your mind is as empty as your shelves.
"This pin," you will boast, "has printed upon its
head: Volume 24 of the Encyclopedia Britannica."
"What pin?" your guests will query, for chances
are, the pin will have disappeared. Your wife came
across it while looking for the scotch, and she put it
in a sewing basket with 300,000 other pins that look
just like it. It is difficult to lose 700 pounds of Encyclopedia Britannica, but it is the easiest thing in the
world to lose a pin.
"But," you exclaim, "how convenient it would
be if books were printed upon pinheads. You could
carry them around in your wallet."
True, one could conceivably carry pins in one’s
wallet if one had a high tolerance for pain, whereas
trying to stuff Proust’s "Remembrance of Things
Past" in one’s wallet would prove a difficult affair.
But what about the electron microscope?
In order to read 700 pounds of Encyclopedia Britannica reduced to a few tiny pinheads, one needs an
II,000-pound electron microscope. That leaves you
with 10,300 pounds of extra baggage. And
$100,000 in the red, I might add. $100,000 that’s
what it will cost you to pick up a good second-hand
electron microscope. (Figures have been rounded
off to the most impressive number.)
Some will argue) that guy will argue about anything) that the Stanford student’s tiny laser has the
potential to incite great advances in computerization. We will let him argue. You and I know better.
It is all part of a clever and diabolical plot, of
course a plot concerted by top scientists, government officials and SJSU administrators. Top scientists, government officials and SJSU administrators, or Big Guys, are intent on shrinking treasured
American resources, such as encyclopedias and the
national deficit. This will make them seem bigger
important
andTmhoisrefaimet
This
Monday morning when!
crawled into the Spartan Daily office and found myself ins broom closet in a forgotten corner of Dwight
Bente! Hall. SJSU administrators had gotten wind of
the encyclopedia -pinhead concept and reduced the
Daily facilities to something about as roomy sea
milk carton. They claim the move was necessary because the ceiling above the Daily office is decaying.
But that ceiling has been decaying for years. They
just want to make us small so they will feel big and
important. It’s all part of the plot.
David Wanstrom is assistant city editor.
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Earth Toys’ future
remains uncertain
continued from page I
the money to be made.
Warren presented a report at
the meeting formally outlining the
options for the board to take in regard to maintaining or closing the
A.S.-owned ski shop.
"Basically there’s not a lot of
options open to the board, that I
can see," Warren said. "If Earth
Toys stays open, it’s going to continue to lose money."
The three options in Warren’s
report were closing the shop,
keeping it in operation on a
smaller scale or taking no action
stall.
"I think that as the options

have been outlined, we essentially
have no options," said Tim
Haines, A.S. director of California
State Affairs.
"We have to deal with Earth
Toys in a severe manner, and
that’s obvious to everyone,"
Haines said.
"I feel like James Watt selling
off the interior," Haines said of his
proposal to close A.S.-owned
Earth Toys.
With a projected 1985-86 deficit of $13,990, Earth Toys is unable
to pay either operating expenses
or purchase new equipment. In
the past, the shop made enough
from ski and equipment rentals to
cover its operating expenses.

Options proposed for use
of Earth Toys location
By Sally Finegan
Daily Staff writer

Spartan Shops has a couple of
ideas about what it could do with
the Earth Toys space.
Ed Zant, Spartan Shops general manager, said one idea would
be to move its vending operations
office from its current location in
the basement of the Student Union
to the Earth Toys space, which
Spartan Shops leases from the university.
Along with the vending office,
Spartan Shops would like to set up
a permanent word processor,
typewriter and computer stations
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Coalition
to work on
demand list
continued

from page I

"As long as they keep their job
responsibilities separated from their
other activities, it poses no problem," he said.
He also said that the coalition’s
plans to picket the bookstore would
not pose any great problem.
"As long as they’re peaceful and
not interfering with our operations
and following all university regulations, it wouldn’t bother us," he said.
David Brooks, coalition spokesman, said the group feels very positive about negotiations. He added
that Zant has been cooperative in getting the coalition’s proposal before
the board as an information item.
"If the negotiations and the positive response don’t continue, though,
we will picket the bookstore," he
said. "We’d rather not, but we will if
it comes to that."
Sudanya Kirk, a coalition member and Spartan Shops employee,
said the coalition has just started circulating the petition. She said they
hope to get at least 150 employee signatures. She did not know how many
signatures the coalition has obtained
so far.
The Mandela Coalition was organized in April by Students for Peace
to concentrate on South African issues, Brooks said.
The coalition presented the administration with a list of eight demands in May, occupying SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s office for three
days and sleeping outside Tower Hall
for 16 days.
The demand that Spartan Shops
end all transactions with Bank of
America was one of the demands on
that list.
Brooks said none of the coalition’s demands were met by the administration. He said the coalition
plans to work on that list, demand by
demand, until they succeed.
In that list, the coalition asked
Fullerton to prohibit SJSU from
doing business with any bank and
corporation with investments in
South Africa and to ban all such corporations from recruiting on campus,
among other demands.

James Scar

Undo.

Walsh, Lisa Vollmer
Michael Chow. Jay Dunlap

students could rent by the hour, he
said.
Another option would be to
knock down the walls and increase
seating for The Bakery, he said.
A.S. President Erin O’Doherty said last week that A.S.
would like to move the A.S. Print
Shop to the Earth Toys space.
She said students already do
not have enough space on campus.
"Space on campus is like land
space along the coast," she said.
Zant said the Earth Toys
space is really Spartan Shops
space.
"It’s not a question of getting
it back," he said

I,, Dellawav Danny Pollock

55 mph may end
in rural areas
SACRAMENT() API
State
law enforcement and transportation
officials have proposed increasing
the speed limit in California’s rural
areas to 65 mph, contending the
change would allow authorities to
focus more on urban traffic problems
The report says boosting the current 55-mph limit, which went into effect by presidential order in 1974 during a national fuel shortage, would
not result in an increase in the number of vehicle accidents, largely because the average speed along the
rural highways is already well above
the limit.
The study, which includes a nationwide survey of 2,000 drivers, suggests raising the speed limit along
some 1,800 miles of rural roads,
while leaving the 55 mph limit in
place in urban areas.

Page 3

A.S. board denies political magazine’s fund request
continued from page I
Godwin voiced displeasure at the
comparison of Outspoken to the
Weekly and maintained that the proposed magazine’s financial independence was a matter of fact
"We’ve got more direction, more
intelligence, more purpose in our tiny
pinky finger than the Independent
Weekly had in their entire body, and

we take immense offense in being
compared to them," Godwin said.
O’Doherty said that the concept
of the magazine is a good one but
4uestioned if Outspoken could pull it
of f.
Although denied, Godwin was encouraged by several board members
to bring the first issue of Outspoken
before the board and then they would

Closure bid
reaffirmed
by senate

discuss funding .
Godwin said yesterday that Outspoken would bypass the A.S. and attempt to gather the funds by holding
several fund raising events.
"The AS won’t take us seriously, no matter what we say," she
said.
"We are more determined than
ever "

’The A.S. won’t take
us seriously, no
matter what we say.’
Marlene Godwin,
Outspoken founder

1
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continued from page I
The closure of San Carlos and the
other streets has been on the univerity’s master plan since the mid 1960s.
Fullerton asked that San Carlos
Street be downgraded from its current "major collector" status
a
street that cannot be closed because
of the high traffic volume to a
lesser classification, as the first necessary step toward closure.
Fullerton said last week that she
was working with local businessmen
and neighborhood groups to ease concern over the closure of the street to
the surrounding community. She said
this will lay the groundwork for a favorable vote from the city planning
commission.
Local business owners are concerned about the chaotic condition of
the downtown area, in the midst of
urban renewal and construction of a
light -rail system, and the effect of
closing another street would have on
it, Fullerton said.
She said the university could for.
estall closing the street until the bulk
of the downtown construction is finished.
"We’ve waited a long time," she
said. "We can wait another three
years."
Fullerton also said she has been
working with city officials and neighborhood groups to see what can be
done to ease the loss of the street.
In addition to the senate, other
groups supporting the closure include
the Associated Students Board of Directors and the Inter-Residence Hall
Association.
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Intact, we’ll even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend. That’s in
addition to paying for your tuition, required books and fees
It’s all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
And here is how it works’
If you’re selected for a Physician’s Scholarshipfrom the Army. Navy. or Air
Forceyou’re commissioned as an officer in the Reserves
While you’re in school. you’ll serve 45 days a year on active duty. gaining
valuable medical experience After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received
As an Armed Forces physician you’ll receive officer’s pay and benefits, and
enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You’ll also see a diversity of
patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology
But most important, while you’re in medical school we’ll help pay the bills
For more information, send in this coupon There is no obligation
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Turn your diploma into the

right degree of success.

They’ve been tough years. You’ve earned
your diploma. And Avantek realizes the commitment and the wealth of knowledge your diploma
represents. That’s why Avantek takes the time.
the extra effort, to help new engineers growinto
the experienced, successful professionals of
tomorrow.
Since 1965, Avantek has pioneered the way in
innovative microwave technology. Today, Forbes’
magazine rates us as one of the 200 best small
companies in the United States. And we’re continually broadening our scope, developing new
applications for microwave technology in cable
television, telecommunications, and defense
electronics.
At Avantek, you’ll have a
talented team behind you, and a
promising future ahead

because we are expected to double in size by 1990.
We offer all of the benefits you would expect
from a large corporationpaid vacation and
holidays, stock ownership, profit sharing and
moreand individual respect and responsibility
you won’t find anywhere else.

See us on campus Friday,
February 28th.
If you’re about to graduate with a degree in
electrical engineering, why not become a part
of the Avantek team? Sign up for your interview
at your Placement Office now. If you’re not able to
see us when we visit your campus, please send
your resume to Cheryl Blaylock, College Relations
Department, Avantek, Inc., Dept, SJ, 4401 Great
America Parkway, Santa Clara, CA 95054. An
equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship
required for most positions.

OAVANTEK
We want you to grow with us.
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Valentine histor unclear

By Craig Quintana
Daily staff writer
at least that’s
Valentine’s Day is for the birds
what they thought in the Middle Ages. Of course, another popular belief held at the time said it was unhealthy to bathe. Considering the resulting odor, they may
be excused for their lack of romantic ardor.
Modern man in his sophistication knows damn well
it’s a day to get gushy and turn otherwise stoic and sensible men into romantic saps. (Modern women must
also possess the same inside information or it is doubtful the custom could have lasted so long.)
But exactly why has Feb. 14 been set aside as a day
for love and lovers? The bottom line is nobody knows
why it has become the sanctioned day of amour.
Extensive research uncovers a number of contradictory versions of why Valentine’s Day has evolved
into its present state. However, whatever the version
followed, the motivation behind Valentine’s Day remains confused at best.
The religious version commemorates the death of
St. Valentine, who was actually two men who died on or
about the same day
One was beheaded by the ancient Romans for refusing to renounce his Christianity. The other persecuted
Christians and was clubbed to death in 270 A.D. by an
angry mob. There is no clear evidence to link either
man to the lover’s festival.
In either case, it is difficult to see how the violent
death of either one of the men would have anything to do
with the lover’s celebration. Clearly, the religious angle
provides no answers.
Another possible origin of this special day dates
back to the Middle Ages, where suitable men would
have a drawing in the town for the available women.
mature ones
The names of each lady of suitable age
were put into a secret
in their early or mid -teens

drawing. Each man then selected a name and pinned it
onto his sleeve as a display of everlasting affection.
This practice, according to "Seventeen" magazine,
reportedly gave rise to the saying: "He wears his heart
on his sleeve."
It was really only the name of girl drawn out of a
hat, but you probably get the picture.
Later in
Europe, the
custom
developed in
which the
ladies were
allowed to be
so forward as
to present
tokens of their
affection to the
man of their
choice
anonymously,
of course.
No provision was made if the man liked or didn’t
like the gift because it was against prevailing social etiquette to start a romantic "anything" with a man.
He just knew, that somewhere, somebody liked
him.
A century later (somewhere around the late 1600s
or early 1700s), in what can be viewed as the first feminist uprising, it became common practice for women to
actually initiate courtship with the man of their choice.
If he declined the offer for whatever reason, custom required that the would -have -been suitor purchase the
lady in question a silk dress. So whatever the outcome,
the amorous women of the day were assured some return

However, the price of a silk dress was a small price
to pay compared to what a handful of gangsters sacrificed up on Valentine’s Day in 1927 their lives. This
day, dubbed by Chicago police as the "St. Valentine’s
Day Massacre," was perhaps the grisliest chapter in
Valentine’s Day history. Seven mobsters were gunned
down in a warehouse.
The first paper valentine was reportedly made in
America by a Massachusetts seamstress, in the early
1800s, who decorated shiny paper with lace and words
After she had a few thousand, she decided to distribute
tier creations to local stores. Within the first year, the
woman had 5,000 orders and 15 girls working for her
Business has only picked up since then.
Hallmark Cards says 800 million valentine cards
were exchanged last year. That puts Valentine’s day in
as the second biggest occasion for Americans to give
cards. Christmas is still tops, with over 3 billion cards.
while Easter makes a poor third, with only 150 million.
And just to whom are we giving all the personal
Valentine cards? A Hallmark study reported in "Seventeen" magazine ( the most reliable source available,
honest ) lists the following as the big card -getters on
Valentine’s Day: Mom, teachers at any level, aunts,
sisters, brothers, assorted others and sweethearts.
"Valentine’s day may be set aside as the day for
lovers," the study concluded. "But family members
and teachers seem to clean up best."
Incidentally, funny cards go over best, at least
that’s what Judy Perez of Marie’s Card Shop, in San
Jose, said.
Even though the history may be a little shaky, no
one’s in disagreement that Valentine’s day is for lovers
and romance. Just don’t go near any warehouses in Chicago if you’ve had a falling out with yours.

Singles: Find valentines through videos
Video dating companies help "valentineless" individuals find their match
ti v Linda smith
Dii.he

stall writer

Are you going to get a romantic Valentine card today
or are you one of the millions that don’t have that significant other with whom to spend the day? Being single can
sometimes make Valentine’s Day painful to endure
If you’re "Valentineless," and would like to remedy
that situation, there are plenty of people out there who are
willing to help
Matchmakers are nothing new in our world, and various types are, to a certain degree, successful. Whether
it’s your hest friend, a relative, personal ads or a dating
service, aid in finding "Mr." or "Miss Right" is sometimes needed.
The matchmaker from "Fiddler on the Roof" or
Dolly Levi from "Hello Dolly" are just two examples
(even though they are rather dramatized) of the personal
touch service
The evolution of matchmaking has continued on into
the high-tech industry, and now computers have even
joined in the decision -making process But computerized
services match people up using software programs,
which is slightly impersonal. And you’re likely to be subjected to a blind date
But even this has become obsolete
"Video dating" has now become the ultimate matchmaking device. In this age of high technology, it’s no surprise to see the use of video equipment to find a date, husband/wife, or just a companion. Now you can not only see
a prospective date hut hear him/her and gel an impression of the "real" person
There are services tailored to your specific demographics, interests, religion, and even pocket book.
The larger services like "Great Expectations," a nationwide organization , cater to a specific type while the
smaller enterprises such as "Selective Video" in Los
Altos will try to help just about anyone
Great Expectations (which is not related to the haircutting store ) is the largest video-dating service in the
United States and the originator of video dating, said
Sandra Powell. director of the organization’s Mountain
View center
It caters to professionals
yuppies or "muppies"
( middle-aged urban professionals). But they have rather
discriminating criteria for their clientele
The screening process includes filling out a one -page
Questionnaire in which you are asked various questions
concerning your looks, income, education and other general background questions From this information, certain judgements are made concerning your eligibility for
becoming a member
If you are initially accepted, you come in for a tour of
the center and to verify the information on the question
naire. Finally, you then participate in a video-taped interview that includes questions regarding your work, life.
style, hobbies, interests and what you like to do on a first
date
A four to six minute tape is made and put into the library for anyone to choose Before even viewing a tape.
clients are able to read the short profiles that are pre
pared on each member
Great Expectations perfers the tapes be spontaneous
but if clients are having problems getting reponses. Pow
ell said that she will help clients to redo the tapes
In order to somewhat guarantee success, Great Es

’It’s very hard to
meet people who are sincere
about wanting to have a steady
relationship.’
Sandra Powell,
director of Great Expectation’s
Mountain View center
pectations limits its members to those who are relatively
attractive.
But why would well-educated, attractive people want
help in finding dates?
"It’s very hard to meet people who are sincere about
wanting to have a steady relationship," Powell said.
"Someone, say who is 30-years -old, 5’8", very attractive
-. she doesn’t like to meet someone in the bars. She
doesn’t want to date the people she works with.
"She doesn’t just walk out there on the street and
meet someone, and her friends have a real strange idea of
the type of people she wants to be with (bad blind dates).
"Where do you meet other professional people?,"
Powell said. Great Expectations brings those kind of people together.
The fees for matchmaking range greatly, Powell
said. "If someone comes in that qualifies and they want

<

what we have, we will not let money stand in the way," lied by first name. When someone chooses a tape, a copy
Powell said.
of their one-page description is sent to the requested per"It is more or less visual, but we’re not just for the son in order for that person to determine whether they
’beautiful’ people," Powell said. "We have a lot of differ- want to be contacted.
ent people. We have the beautiful to the very average."
"The person doesn’t even have to make a trip to the
The Mountain View center presently has about 5,000 office if they reject the person that chose them," Schonmembers. "We send out about 100,000 direct mailers each seld said. By getting the information sheet, they don’t
month and we get clients from referrals as well," Powell have to waste any time.
said.
The membership consists of an equal number of men
The success rate for Great Expectations in the U.S. to women but more men in their 20s and more women in
has been more than 2000 marriages. At the Mountain their 40s. Members are attracted by advertisements in
View center, Powell said that they have a least one or two singles magazines, like Trellis, a magazine out of Mountain View, and through referrals, with information leafengagements per month.
When a person no longer wishes to date or is in a lets left at local college campuses, Schonseld said.
Being a much smaller organization, Selective Video’s
relationship, they call to have their files removed.
only one couple has married
"People come in and go inactive together," Power success rate is also small
as a result of the service.
said. "I have someone for everyone."
The next evolution in video dating is tapes you can
For a more local and less expensive service, you
might go to Selective Video in Los Altos. Run by Alex rent.
"Granite Entertainment Group," based in Canoga
Schonseld, Selective is similar to Great Expectations but
Park, Calif., has created a service that collects 18 individis smaller, more personal and less discriminating.
Started in October 1984, the service involves about 100 ual videos, as well as self-help segments on such
members from ages 18 to over 40, who each have a one- relationship issues as how to deal with rejection and what
page self-description sheet on file with photographs in- to do on the first date.
cluded. Six -minute video tapes are made of an interview
The first tape will he primarily for California and diswith Schonseld asking questions to bring out the personal tributed to such video stores as the Wherehouse. The tape
qualities of the individual.
is scheduled to be made available Feb. 28th. Rental prices
Members are given one match free. If that is not suc- might range from 99 cents to $3 depending on the store,
cessful, it costs $25 for the next two choices.
said Gary Gray, co-owner of Granite Entertainment.
In the video tape library, individuals are only identiSingles will be able to appear (in the video for free
Then they can rent a video to view it in the privacy of their
own home, Gray said.
If viewers are interested in a person on the video,
they send a letter with a photo to the company and it is
forwarded to the potential partner for a $5 fee "The fee is
a one-time charge to cover mailing costs and personnel,"
Gray said.
"The first video is purely to let people know about this
type of programming," Gray said. "We have several hun
dred people on a waiting list all over the country who want
to appear on the next cassette in their area."
The company plans to have locations around the
United States of satellite production crews doing inter
views. The tapes will then be sent back to Los Angeles fm.
editing and distribution, Gray said.
"If anybody thinks this is a swingers’ tape, or some
thing kinky, or whatever, they will be very disappointed.’’
Gray said. "These are for real people, attorneys, doctors.
college students and a lot of professional people who have
stepped out and taken a chance."
Pam Rigsby, the creator of the service, will sit down
with the clients and screen the person for what they are
looking for, Gray said.
"The people have to be seriously looking for a
relationship or we won’t take them on," Gray said, "he
cause we don’t want people writing in and not getting an
swered."
Otherwise there are no guidelines as far as age or income, like other services.
If any of these services help, it will depend on what a
person puts into it, said Powell of Great Expectations
Whether it’s money, time or just sincerity. In any case,
sometimes any help is appreciated after you’ve gone out
with your last blind dale and refuse to be alone on another
Valentine’s Day
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Love

emotion or chemistry?

Love at first sight:
heart or hormones?

Love at first sniff
do smells attract’?

By Lucy Santopietro
Daily staff wrtter

Photo Illustration by Michael K. Chow

Cards reflect
social changes

You’re walking into a crowded, smoky room . . . your eyes
land on that mysteriously stimulating person across the room,
and your heart (yes, it belongs to you) instantly goes into overdrive and shouts a joyous "Boiing!"
It’s . . . yes, Love At First Sight.
You don’t know anything about this person their personality, interests, morals or flaws yet your heart pounds violently, racing as though you were driving in the Indianapolis
500.
When this happens, a person feels compelled to jump into
bed with that stranger, said Meg Bowman, SJSU sociology professor.
Scientists still cannot explain that psychological reaction
that sparks inside of a person, Bowman said. Whether it is love
or lust, this feeling is called "limmerance," a new scientific
word used to describe the skyrocketing of a person’s adrenalin
when he or she sees a member of the opposite sex who turns
them on.
Infatuation is defined in the dictionary as "the idealization
of a person based chiefly on fantasy, and often mistaken for
love."
But what attracted you to that person in the first place?
From the moment a person is born, everything that has
happened to him is recorded in his nervous system, said Helen
Colton, west coast editor of Forum magazine, in an article
called "What Attracts People To Each Other."
"We respond to people around us today based on what they
evoke of our own past," Colton said.

’We respond to people around us
today based on what they evoke of
our own past.’

Love is defiKANSAS CITY, Mo. I AP)
nitely not blind in the current crop of love cards
and valentines, which take a clear-eyed, sometimes humorous, look at romance, reports a
greeting card company official.
"You can almost read society’s mind by
browsing through a card shop," said Wayne
Miller, a product manager at Hallmark. "And
today’s cards say that people are very much interested in love though not always in the traditional way.
"Several recent demographic changes have
affected our attitudes toward love," he explained. "Some of these are people waiting
longer to marry, singles created through divorce
and an increase in first and subsequent marriages."
Many of the 830 million valentines expected
to be given this year will reflect the singles

’You can almost read
society’s mind by browsing
through a card shop.’
Wayne Miller,
product manager for Hallmark Cards
scene, he said. One card, for example, features
"personals" seeking a valentine who is adoring,
vibrant, shy, intelligent and lots of fun. Inside,
the card says, "Good luck, Kid, so am I!"
Another shows a woman in a singles bar
being leered at by men. All heads turn as a
knight arrives on a white horse. "I’ve been waiting for someone like you," the woman says.
A card that has no written message shows a
middle-aged man and a middle-aged woman on
separate paths in the park. Cupid has just shot
an arrow at the man, who sees neither the arrow

HOPI)
west coast editor of Forum

COH.011,

magazine

A person could be attracted to someone who reminds them
of their parents or anyone who has had a positive effect in their
lives, Colton said.
It could a person’s smell, his or her electrifying touch, or
that instant bond that people feel when they find out they came
from the same place.
People who think alike are sometimes drawn to each other
like magnets. And people who have the same sense of humor or
wit identify readily with each other, Colton said.
But scientists still cannot explain exactly why one person is
attracted to another, Colton said.
nor the woman whose path he is about to cross.
"But that’s only one side of the love story,
Miller said. "Many cards are totally traditional
and vow unending love. Some even have a Victorian look."
A card replete with Cupids, hearts, flowers
and lace talks of " . .. happiness today and tomorrow and always .. " and one that opens
into myriad roses, lovebirds and hearts carries
the ever -popular simple message: "I love you."

4

Is Love At First Sight just infatuation or could it be true
love?
Scientists think it relates to the biochemical needs Of each
person and how they balance each other out, Colton said.
Psychologists don’t think it is true love either, Colton said.
In the book "We: Understanding the Psychology of Romantic Love" 19831, by psychologist Robert A. Johnson, the author
says that this instant romantic attraction is "a complex of attitudes about love-involuntary feelings, ideals and reactions. We
find ourselves possessed: caught in automatic reactions and intense feelings, a near-visionary state."
Johnson says that romantic love is being in love, but it is not
true love, although it can turn into true love later.
People mistake romance for love, Johnson said. They do not
see romance in a realistic light. They are afraid to admit that
they are living in a fantasy world, he lend .
Romantic love is where people expect a "shooting star" effect from their partner, Johnson said. They expect to feel heavenly every moment, but sooner or later the romance cools off.
The result is an ever-increasing love or a waning relationship
that slowly dies off, he said.
Bowman said that for example in a marriage, romantic
love lasts for about two years, then the magic starts to fade
away. It’s replaced by a stronger, more stable committed love
one in which each person sees the other’s flaws, and accepts
that person-. warts and all.
But Johnson said romantic love can be a wonderful experience where there is a "I will do anything for you" sacrifice that
is made on behalf of the romantic partner, a faithfulness until
"death due us part," Johnson said.
The romantic partner makes us feel we are vitally alive and
that we can be the very best that we can, he said.
This "Boling" effect that catches a person off-guard, hurling him or her into infatuation and a frazzled state of mind, is
not all bad, Johnson said.
It could turn into a true committed love . . or you can just
enjoy it for the "fling of it."

TICKLED PINK
presents
A FASHION SHOW THAT WILL
INFLUENCE YOUR FUTURE

Other cards are more sultry. One shows a
couple in a hot tub. A transparent plastic post
card presents its message via pink lip prints,
and another shows a heart with three little
words: "throb. . . throb .. . throb."

LArIll Vii K AKAN EDUCANDNAl ( MTN ITT,

Miller said the variety in valentine mes,hges should not be surprising. "Our research
indicates an increasing year-round interest in
communicating about love," he said.

Daniel C.

Holley.

SJSU associate professor of biology

"The biggest change in love cards is that
they are more direct," Miller said. "We have
found that people want cards that say exactly
what they feel at a particular time."
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It was erroneously reported in Wednesday’s edition of
the Spartan Daily that Heaven Scent Flowers is selling a
half-dozen roses wrapped with a fern and baby’s breath
for $18.65 at the Student Union. The actual price for a half dozen roses is $9.95. The price for one dozen roses is
$14.95. Heaven Scent Roses will be open from 8 a.m. to it
p.m today. We regret the error.
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Allen Cox, Flutist for San Francisco Opera
Chapuis, SJSU Flute Instructor
Barbara Bay, Harpsichordist Extraordinairc

By Sally Finegan
Daily staff writer
She looked up from her newspaper and turkey and
swiss sandwich and saw him across the pub. Nice, she
thought, taking another bite of turkey. She turned again to
the forum page of the Spartan Daily and was deeply immersed in an editorial when there he stood, next to tier
table.
She forgot her turkey, her swiss, her diet coke - even
the editorial. She felt a rush of, well, lust. Strangers to
each other just moments before, their eyes locked, It was
instant chemistry.
He sat down, and they shared the rest of her turkey
sandwich, ignoring the Daily.
Folklore talks about this scenario of instant love between two strangers as chemical attraction.
Advertisers make money marketing the idea
selling sprays and colognes that promise to make the wearer
instantly attractive to members of the opposite sex.
Does scientific research support that chemical attraction operates in human romance?
Daniel C. Holley, SJSU associate professor of biology,
says chemical communication operates throughout the
animal and plant kingdoms. Only inconclusive evidence.
however, points to chemical communication between humans.
"The
current dogma
says human
pheromones are
suspected but
not yet
substantiated,"
he said.
Pheromones
refer to the
chemical
communication
that occurs
between
members of the
same species,
Daniel
Holley
he said.
Chemical
Associate biology professor
communication
also occurs between members of different species. These
intraspecific communications are called allelomones.
Holley said mammalian pheromones are divided into
two classes: primers and releasers. Primer pheromones
are longer-acting and are related to reproductive maturation. The queen bee, for example, secretes queen jelly
which inhibits the ovaries of female worker bees. The
worker bees are then incapable of reproducing.
Releaser pheromones are faster-acting and are the
pheromones involved in courtship and mating. They are
also the pheromones related to aggression and fear.
For example, the female blue crab at puberty releases a pheromone in her urine. The male blue crab responds to the pheromone by carrying her on his back until
she molts. When she molts, the crabs copulate.
Male boars secrete a pheromone called androsterone
in their urine. The sow in heat will respond to this pheromone by adopting a sexually receptive posture. The same
pheromone prompts aggression in other male boars.
Holley said researchers have only in,,cdotal evidence
to support the idea of chemical et 7-monication between

’Chemical
communication is a hot thing
right now.’

Correction

GMAT
KAHAN 1
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SPECIAL
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14061 395 6333
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humans, though. Women sharing dorm space experience
synchronization of their menstrual cycles. In one study,
more women than men chose theater seats sprayed with
pheromonal substances supposedly more attractive to
women.
Holley said studies like these are poorly controlled,
though, because they fail to distinguish between chemosensory response and social response.
So scientists do not really know if chemical communication operates at all in human behavior, he said The
research continues.
"Chemical communication is a hot thing right now,"
Holley said.
Meanwhile, Jovan markets a cologne for men called
"Andron" that contains androsterone "Pheromone
Plus" costs $14.95 per two fluid ounces and "Anitnish,’
another cologne containing suspected human pheromones, costs $26.95 per one fluid ounce
A turkey and swiss sandwich is cheaper

DAILY
FEVER!
ADVERTISE IN IT!
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Well covered

SJSU seeks revenge
from Fullerton State

Qualifying
for tourney
continues

Spartans try to overcome defense
By Dale Maul
Daily staff writer
Revenge will be on minds of the
SJSU men’s basketball team tomorrow
when it invades Fullerton State.
The Titans, 5-7 in the PCAA and 1212 overall before yesterday’s game
against Utah State, took a 41-40 victory
from the Spartans earlier this season in
San Jose - the first home loss for the
Spartans this year.
In what coach Bill Berry said was a
game they should have won, Fullerton
State held the Spartans to their lowest
offensive output of the year - 40 points.
"Our philosophy starts at the defensive end, where we have become
more and more aggressive," Titan
coach George McQuarn said. "We play
an up-tempo game and have to get the
ball away from the opposition. If they
score, we can’t run."
McQuarn, in his sixth year at Fullerton State, has a major college record
of 89-83 tall with the Titans). He has
strung together four consecutive winning seasons, averaging better than IR
victories.
However, McQuarn is going to find
it difficult to match those kinds of figures unless his team wins four of its remaining six games, three of which are
against teams ahead of the Titans in
the PCAA standings -SJSU, the University of Nevada -Las Vegas and UCSanta Barbara.
"Each year brings new challenges
and it doesn’t get any easier, but I think
we have sustained the program at a
high level," McQuarn said.
Fullerton State’s attack is paced by
three starters averaging in double figures.
Sophomore guard Richard Morton

By Ken Johnston
Daily staff writer
Rainy weather may have postponed Spartan
baseball games in the past few days, but it hasn’t
stopped the SJSU women’s golf team.
On Tuesday afternoon, the Spartan golfers completed their third of six qualifying rounds at the La
Rinconada Country Club in Los Gatos, and will finish qualifying on Feb. 22.
The purpose of these rounds are to see which
five golfers will represent the team at the SJSU
Patty Sheehan Invitational Tournament at Fort Ord,
to be held Feb 27 to March 2.
Lisa Ipkendanz had Tuesday’s best round on the
par -73 course, with a score of 70. She finished the day
with three birdies and no bogies.
Her teammate, Libby Wilson, finished at even
par.
The Spartans’ top two seeds - Dana Lofland
and Julie Rails - are exempt from the qualifying
rounds but are still participating for the practice)
because they have a lot of tournament experience.
lpkendanz was the overall leader, with Wilson
trailing by five strokes.
Lofland and Rails were 10 behind, while Nancy
Brown and Ann Jones each trailed by 17.
Coach Mark Gale said that 12 top teams, including UCLA, Stanford and USC, are expected to compete in the invitational, to be held at Fort Ord.
SJSU is currently ranked fifth in the nation.
"It’s very satisfying to know that some of the
best golf teams will be competing at our tournament," coach Mark Gale said.
According to Gale, the Spartans’ main goal is to
win or come in second at the tourney. Their longrange goal is to place within the top four in the nation, he said.
"This is probably the strongest team I’ve had in
my nine years of coaching," Gale said.

leads the Titans in scoring with 14.5
points per game.
Forwards Kerry Boagni ( 13.51 and
Henry Turner (10.7 and 6.1 rebounds
per game) team up with center Herman Webster, who is averaging 7.8
points and 4.9 rebounds per game, to
give Fullerton State a strong, physical
inside game.
NOTES: The Spartans lead the Titan
series 1 3-1 2
. After the Fullerton State
game tomorrow, SJSU will come home to
host Utah State on Monday night at San
Jose Civic Auditorium.

Netters beat
Pacific by one
For the first time in eight years,
SJSU’s women’s tennis team defeated
the University of Pacific, 5-4, yesterday
at South Campus.
"It was a team effort and it
showed," coach Lisa Beritzhoff said.
"We believed in ourselves and came
through."
Freshman Chandra Thompson and
doubles partner Vivian McAdam both
posted victories in singles matches, 1-6,
6-2, 6-4, and 6-2, 7-6, respectively.
The two then teamed up to win in
doubles, 6-4, 6-4, which sealed the
match against the Tigers.
"We were down 4-2 in the second
set," Thompson said, "then we loosened up and won the next four games."
Other Spartan victors included No.
4 seed Shelly Stockman, who defeated
the Tigers’ Paige Jackson 7-5, 6-4, and
No. 6 seed Anh-Dao Espinosa, who
whipped Jill Isaacs in straight sets, 6-1,
6-1

Ron

Cockerdle

Daily staff photographer

SJSU forward Taja Winston looks to get around a UC-Berkeley defender in recent action. Winston and the rest of the Spartans will try to
get around Oregon tonight and Oregon State tomorrow night.

Valentine’s Day Wishes4,
Yes. I do have quite a few Valentines.
Cia, Mrs Trigg, Lisa, Leisa, Lisanne,

Bonnie, Karen. Kathy.
yes, you too Veronica

Beth. Shannon

Laura, tiamo cara

and

"ils=i+X=i4Oreturn4MaiiiCk0.C.000.1

Love you all,
Franklin

R.
Patrick Brahney,
This is bizarre! !
Whatever. Happy
Valentines Day
anyway.
Kathy

Behrooz
Khally

Dostat
Da ram
Mary am

Jack,
I’m crazy ’bout you! .t
Love, Sugar

P.P.
(Petie Pie)
You’re the best
Sweetie Pie ever
Happy Valentine’s
Day!
B.B.

Meet me in Room
215 if you want to be

’
’

r

my Valentine.
Love, M.

Pollito,
Deseo que su dui es

Rich Masino
I
You’re awesome c2

Ileno de amor y allergrid

Love, Carol

By Secret Admirer
(STAFF WRITER)
SAN JOSE (API

HERB

ii,,- Herb I re been looking for
Although I wasn’t sure
YOU ii,,, lit have been wearing a
wig,,’ NOrnething
Hut now I know V011 re not
Si, Herb, be mi. Valentin..
T’ause VOIA make me hot ’

Happy Valentines Day
Mariann Hansen

Sigma Alpha MU
Loves
Their Little Sisters

PATTY,
Happy Valentines Day
Thanks for everything
Love Darrell

Michael,
I Love You "POOPLE."
Happy Valentines Day.
Diana

Marianne,

TO SUZANNE
I give you all
my loyin’ and all
my turtle dovin".

1 and 1/2 = a lifetime

ipp

1,1010,MA thin long to h..1,1
Iii, lips that long to luxe vou
If there unvtlung that you svonr
If there’s am.thinit I can do
Just call on me. Rabe
R1,1111.1.
lore vow

LUV
BABY
HAPPY V -DAY

Michael

KIM 10. RANDY

’IXOX OLGA

DRNRI wish you Life. Liberty,
and the pursuit of
Snuggles.
-JRNR

SHANE HAPPY
VALENTINE’S DAY!
You’ll always be my
one and only
sweetheart
I LOVE YOU LOTS & LOTS,
Love Always, BECKY

’1r ’lc
7Ir

Love.
GLENN

**

**

***It%

THE GIRLS OF ROYCE HALL *
HAPPY
VALENTINES DAY
Mike Ajlounv & John Sachs
Room 107

Patty* I’m thinking about
you always
I love you *
John *
Irk

To Poonie:
Happy Valentine’s Day
Love, Catflinger

)

To M.T.
My "lover & beet friend."
+ C.U.T.Y.
- FUTURE
(TB, +

1
To Nance
n love you forever! N
Love,
qIP.
Honeybear
11-1"IP
,

;
# Mike, Doug & Susan,
YOUR BIG SIS
LOVES YOU!
......
FOR HONEYBEAR,
I LOVE YOU
MORE WITH
EACH PASSING DAY
LOVE SNARF
Dearest Penny,
You place or mine?
Happy Valentines.
Your longtime lover,
J.F.

-

(JULSTON
LOVES
ARNY

YOGI WANTED TO
SHOW YOU MY LOVE
FOR YOU.
HAPPY
VALENTINES
DAY

SNOOGUMS,
R LUV IS ALIVE
AND KICKING
KARATE KID

TO OUR

DAVES OF
THETA CHI
all our love,
your broads S&M inc.
TO: Peaches
FROM: Mr. Produce
Mangos are green,
todays plums are red,
but if you say no, I’ll hold
you with my ripe banana
until you won’t wanna let
go anymore.

I Miss You

TRACEY,
Things’ll work out
Love, Joe

44.

4 ir

Matt Mena,
Happy Valentine’s
Day
I LOVE YOU!
Natalie
4ie

-41(A.

ATTENTION! ! !
GYT

VS

9

We-4V=

Love Ya
BUBBA
From Jer Bear

AV Stevie B.,
One luscious SAE
O00000, You’re
so incredibly
peachy!
Happy Heart Day
Sweetie.
Much Love,

-".k -40"

STACY,
You’re Bea-u-tiful
Love,
WARREN

Rich
Chem IB

Jamie Fresh
Your eyes are convincing,
personality so suave. Did!
mention you have my

9

SCOOTER.
Quack, Quack, Quack,
Ducky’s yours for
a lifetime.
Thanks for
breaking ,
the record.

Carrie, Michelle,
Laura,
You are sweethearts.

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
TO MY LITTLE BRO’S
RON, CRAIG, JOE, PAUL
LOVE YOUR BIG SIS.
JANE EN

- - - - - - YABAHOO

* ****************
* Roni & Timmy,
,..
*
*
I Love You
*
*
*
** Both.
*
*
John *
ik*****************

.
CHERYL
You mean the world to me
I love you very much.
Happy Valentine’s Day.

Miss La Vita Jones,
Sorry you had to stay i n
San Jose but haves.
Great Valentine’s Day
anyway.
YOUR ROOMIE

rd=iC.Z4Z1.04:0:14242404:00.0412CK,

’Ic
Mi

To my Delta Zeta sisters, I
miss you all and I think of you
every Monday night when I
can’t be with you. Happy Valentinc’s Day.
Love your sister, Shannon.

To all the girls I’ve
loved before.
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
Julio and Willie

erre,-

ROBERT DOMINGUEZ.
The longest time
is too short.
I LOVE YOU.
M daROCHE

No. 14

’1,

.r,

’ft ’fr
----ntp--Nrcge

PETER HOW CAN I LEAVE
THIS BEHIND?
HAPPY V.D.
LOVE,
DEBBY

ROOMIES,
THIS YEAR YOU’LL BOTH
BE MY VALENTINE.
THREE IS NOT A CROWD.
I LOVE YOU BOTH
S.

David,
Does this prove
I love you?
Amy

MARI,
We’ll reach the height
of human pleasure.
ED

1
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Yesterdaily
Campus
The Associated Students Program Board made a budget request
of $128,862 at the A.S. committee
meeting on Tuesday.
The request will be considered by
the budget committee and a recommendation will be given at the end of
next month.
As part of its proposed guidelines

Bloom County

to increase student input in the CSU
budget and program -related issues.
the California State Student Association passed a resolution that would
bring 90 percent of the Lottery funds
directly to the 19 campuses, instead
of to the CSU Board of Trustees.

Outside pressure groups like
Mothers Against Drunk Driving and
some campus groups contributed to
this decision.
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Sports
The SJSU baseball team extended its losing streak to nine games
with a 6-1 loss to UC-Berkeley Thursday afternoon at Berkeley.

The Spartan Pub has put an end
to its happy hour because of the increased awareness of alcohol abuse

tf\
Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

jUST KNOWING THAT NOONE
CAW REcoGine ME,
it,,G PREP
SELF

JO66LTIC

GREAT

. iS SIMPLY
TALENT

REOUIRES
STAE*TH
13AAVERY
AND :oNcipem.E

TYVFINWLE

’

0J

Erk and Wendall
HE-RE I 0"

WAIT

Eric Kieninger
LAdeA/AY gLue Eyes,
i-0,16,

ING Ft0

ME

MOD& L- TO SNOW UP
CON SEE ACK NOW

LOVELY

eLONL.rt

SHE a"
HAW,

Takeittro the limit.

(4)
Life on Earth

Dr. Anderson

’WET SttEt lowly rum ’tv4i Loci

111
Start with a job as big as your
ambitions. lead the
Adventure as a Navy (
The Nav .1,11C111111"Li
reaches into spa

.1% es

beneath the sea and stretches
from Hong Kong to hal \ and
back again.
It’s a high tech, highl
skilled and challenging w, dd.
A world where \
leader -Iii

as a Navy Officer can he pivotal
There is no hoot camp.
College graduates get leader-

and decision -making authorit \
you need to succeed.
The challenge, satisfaction

ship and management

and rewards add up to personil

Andidate
School. Plus further educational opportunities, once
you’re comnussii med.
You’ll vs,ork with the hest
and brightest in your field
And you’ll get the respon [Any

and professional growth no
other ’oh can match.
When you Ixad the
Adventure, you’re steering a
course destined for stic,ess
Contact your Nov( MIK er Re
t27 NA\
cruiter or call

training at ( )tilk.C1

ust

TO

srRp,T

NOW OJ1TQC,IrcJ

The Real World

I It
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Mr ,C.LLoNT

Ut) ’
1 S.
511.016.
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Manuel Ruiz

MANE YOU THRILLED
TO MEET ME OR WHAT ?

,

Hal LC,
,
YOU op
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LEAD THE ADVENTURE.
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moocher. Not running Body de
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26009
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1/2 MUSTANG
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COMPUTERS
PERSONAL COMPUTER TRAINING.
Private instruction tailor.4 to moth
MutIont’ need. on the PC Learn
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and more Introductory through
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HELP WANTED
GOOK II KITCHEN HELPER wanted,
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APTifir

17 20 work hour. per wee. Mak
NOlication in Stud., Union Dir.
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TELEPHONE SALES. RADIO TIME, We
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MARKETING
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Morteno
hour. required
Monday Friday

DONALD. NOW HIRING. Pre
mium pey hours fictible round
school schedule 25 dm.. 10 35
hours per week interyNws Mon
Fro 3 4 pm Contact Mike or Nik at
356 3095
Blvd

15475

Los

Gatos

NEED CASH, $500,1 000 Stuffing
Envelope.,
Grierant.d,
stamped, addressed envelope Mc
M.. Enterprises Boo 1451350
Springfield. OR 97477
NOW HIRING. FOOD Service employ
FT & PT GrIll cook.. en.004
cooks wait pmeong meat can,
era b.endows. p.try Will 1,040
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LOST Fs FOUND
FOUND BLACK &WHITE female cat in
10t6 St garage. Feb 7th Cell
259 5774
If not claimed by
Feb 16, she will get sem to ohe
SPCA!

PERSONAL
BACKACHE" Free Nomination & core
as part of research proNct If you
have had low b.k pain for more
than 6 month. & me 2055 no
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CHRISTIAN
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Jo.
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HAPPY VALENTINE. DAY you Mod.

Remember ANN. Scotland Is only
dream .way I loye you. Torn,
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dim can t five without you, Won’t
have to mood Diane
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TOM
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Fall adviser applications due
By Lucy Santopietro
Datly staff writer
Time is running out to apply forthis (Mrs 50 residence adviser positions
R.A. applications are due today
at 5 p.m., said Mark Cooper, housing
director at West Hall
The ft.A.s will be picked by a selection committee which consists of
all eight residence hall directors.
Non -returning R.A.s can also be on
the selection committee, but it is the
directors who make the final decision, Cooper said.
New FLA.s will be notified on
March 19, Cooper said.
Applicants must have lived with
a large family or group and maintain
at least a 2.5 (WA to be eligible for
consideration, Cooper said. Appli-

’There is a burn-out
process (for R.A.’s)
the second year.They
hear the same
information
Mark Cooper,
housing director
cants should be energetic and highly
motivated.
No specific skills are needed for
the job because the housing department trains the R.A.s in communication (conflict -resolution and concultural
frontation
skills),
awareness, emergency procedures,
first -aid, cardiopulmonary resuscita-

LOOK DOWN AT THE COMPETITION

It A s are directly responsible for
30 to 50 residents, Cooper said. They
provide counseling and plan social
and educational programming.
In compensation, advisers receive double rooms and (9 meals a
week in the dorms, which is approximately worth 63,500, he said.
There are no pay raises for R.A.s
mainly because it is a one year position, Cooper said.
"There is a burn -out process (for
R.A.s who work) the second year,"
he said. "They hear the same information again and focus on the same
training procedures each year.
"If they can challenge’ it, that’s
fine. It’s basically a decision (made)
on their own with their Residence Director’s approval," Cooper said.

Spartaguide
Bulwer-Lytton
Undergraduate
Society will hold a Valentine’s Day
party from 12:30 to 2 pm today in
Faculty Office, Room 104 Contact Allison Heisch at 227-2856 or Sandy Halatsis at 578-8136
The American Criminal Justice
Association will hold a meeting at
11:30 a m Tuesday in MacQuarrie
Hall, Room 438A Contact Mitch Mof(itt at 277-8.547
Akabayan, the Filipino-American Club of SJSU, will hold a Peer
Discussion Group at 2:30 p.m. today
in the Student Union Almaden Room.
The Community Committee for
International Students will hold a

Conversation -in -English -Group 1:30
to 3:30 p.m. today in Administration
Building, Room 222. Contact Muriel
at 279-4575.
The A.S. Program Board is sponsoring a flute duet with harpsicord at
8 tonight in the Concert Hall. Contact
the program board at 277-2807.
Deadline to file for Student Affirmative Action-Early Outreach Program internships to help tutor eighth
grade students is today. Contact Cheryl Allen -Hunter at 277-3664.
Alpha Phi Omega will have a
"Valentine Flower and Cookie Cone"
sale from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m, today on
the Student Union patio. Contact Vic-
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lion and time management, he said.

toria Eakes at 998-0160.
Delta sigma Pi will set up a recruiting table from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today in Business Classrooms, first
floor. Contact David Wasserman at
296-1433.
SJSU Archery Club will hold a
meeting at 6 p.m. Tuesday in the Student Union Guadalupe Room. Contact Natalie at 295-7619.

277-3171

"Teacher, Teacher"
If you believe that education is the soul
of democracy, that teaching is its most
noble profession, if the cry "Teacher,
Teacher" warms your heart, then we
have good news for you!
Elementary and secondary schools
are facing a teacher shortage. Retirement and increased population will
create 190,000 positions in California
by 1991. For the first time in 20 years
local school districts are recruiting
teachers from out of state. As districts
enter competition for new teachers,
more and more effort is being directed
at upgrading teachers’ salaries and
benefits and improving their professional image.

Bahani Club will have an election
at noon Tuesday in the Student Union
Pacheco Room. Contact Mark (’
Robinson at 279-9247, ext. 7.
The Inter-Residence Hall Association will hold a "Heart to Heart"
dance from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m, today in
the Dining Commons. Contact Beth
Weber at 277-8248.
Hillel Jewish Student Association
will hold a "Lunch and Learn with
the Rabbis" at nobn Tuesday at its office. Contact Pamela at 294-8311.

Spartan Daily

If you’ve always thought about teaching, now is the time to move into this
profession. National University’s credential program was designed to meet
the urgent need for new teachers. Individuals who possess an accredited
bachelors degree can complete requirements for a clear credential in
less than a year. Our intensive course
of study and evening format enables
working adults to complete most requirements for the credential while
continuing to work fulltime.
Classes are beginning soon. Find out if
you’re a credential candidate. Call a
National University advisor today.

Excellence in Education

National University
251 WEST HEDDING ST., SAN JOSE-(408) 291-5400
National Guard Armory
Accredited by Western Association of Schools and Colleges

Her dream was to coach high school football.
Her nightmare was Central High.
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Copies, collating, binding, cutting, folding. Good
things are cooking at Kinkos. Ask about our
free pickup and delivery service.

kinkois

Open early. Open late. Open weekends.
481 E San Carlos St
295-5511
Open 24 Hours

93 Paseo De San Antonio
295-4336
Mon. -Fri. 7:30am-6pm
Sat. 10am-6pm
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GOLDIE HAWN

Jibuaiy14
VALENTINE’S DAY
FEBRUARY 14TH

With a romantic sentiment
a humorous verse, a cute
saying. all
1 from American Greetings.

SPA RIA N

WARNER BROS. Presents A HAWN/SYLBERT PRODUCTION A MICHAEL RITCHIE FILM
OLDIE HAWN
"WILDCATS" JAMES KEAOH SWOOSIE KURT/ Production Designed by BORIS LEVEN Music by HAWK WOLINSKI & JAMES NEWTON HOWARD
Produced by ANTHEA SYLBERT Written by [/RA SACKS Directed by MICHAEL RITCHIE
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